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1 Introduction
We demonstrate SerenA, a multi-site, pervasive, agent environment that sup-
pers serendipitous discovery in research. SerenA attempts to assist researchers
by presenting them with information that they did not know they needed to
know about their research. In this demonstration, we show:
– Public SerenA: Streamed information from a library, displayed to stimulate
ideas;
– SerenA user modelling: On-line discovery of user information and inspectable
user model;
– SerenA suggesting: User’s notes and suggestions for reading;
– SerenA intervening: Informed academic match-making by the agent system.
If possible, we will demonstrate further progress in the project beyond the above
at the conference. If the networking facilities at the conference allow, delegates
will be able to take part in the demos via their browsers. It will not be possible to
download the SerenA Notebook App, because of technical restrictions applied
by the Android App Store.
2 Public SerenA
Our first demo is of public SerenA. It is conceived in the context of a major UK
city library. It is architecturally melded with the building, in that its outputs are
projected directly on to walls, using site-specific designs that integrate with the
architecture. Its outputs consist of simple visualisations (the simplest being mere
text) of documents that are ordered via the library’s on-line order system. The
information is filtered, so that no connection with the library user ordering it can
be made: their name is not displayed, nor is the time at which they placed their
order. Various display methods are implemented. The aim of the installation
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(and the demo) is to stimulate ideas in people viewing, that are connected with
recent activity in the Library. A simple example design is given by Forth et al.
[1, Fig. 2]; here we demonstrate more abitious designs.
This demo is simple as far as the agent system is concerned. A shadow agent
[1, §2.1] receives text input in an agreed format from an authenticated data
source. The agent preprocesses the data into the internal RDF representation,
and sends it directly to another shadow agent, which shadows the devices that
are displaying the information. Authentication is available, but in this demo
we omit it4 so that conference delegates may connect and watch the demo. See
www.serena.ac.uk/paamsdemo/ for technical details of downloads to use the
service.
3 SerenA user modelling
SerenA builds a model of its user, including information given by the user, infor-
mation inferred directly under the control of the user, and information inferred
about the user by the system. The modelling process is kick-started by our Dis-
cover.Me.Semantically service5, which searches for information about a new user,
and then consults with them to select what is relevant. Discover.Me.Semantically
is a web-based tool that allows its user to author RDF representing their profes-
sional and personal interests, skills and expertise. The stand-alone implementa-
tion allows the user to download this RDF representation as a file to be hosted
on their own web pages; here, in the version avaialable from www.serena.ac.
uk/paamsdemo/, we download your information6 into the SerenA user model,
and allow you to inspect it, using a third-party web resource designed for that
purpose.
This part of the demo does not engage the agent system, but the RDF user
model is crucial to SerenA’s operation, so it is important underpinning tech-
nology.
4 SerenA suggesting
A key issue in supplying the user with useful information is to understand the
research goals that they are expressing in their notes, files and email7. We use the
GATE natural language processing system8to detect goals in natural language
sentences [2], and an ontology for goals has been defined [4].
4 No sensitive information is available in the demo system.
5 Source code under GPLv3 license: https://github.com/robstewart57/
discover-me-semantically. Running instance: http://serena.macs.hw.ac.
uk/serena/discover-me-semantically/
6 By proceeding with the Discover.Me.Semantically process, you agree for us to store
your data temporarily. However, we promise to delete it after the conference, and
not to use it for anything other than our demo meanwhile.
7 Of course, SerenA does not access files or email without permission.
8 http://gate.ac.uk
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This part of the demo focuses on the SerenA Semantic Notebook App [1, 3]
for Android. The researcher-user is invited to make notes, add tagged images,
keywords, and so on, all in free text. Interaction with the user is then managed
by SerenA processing the user’s text, and then adding annotations (e.g., items
of text, web links), to the notes, making the distinction between the user’s notes
and SerenA’s additions clear by means of typography. Example views are given
by Forth et al. [1, Fig. 1].
From the agent perspective, when the user adds a new note, it is passed by the
Android device via its shadow agent into the agent user model (which is where
the user’s notes are stored). The agent also broadcasts the arrival of the note, as
a piece of text associated with a given user, to the entire agent system. At this
point, any agent that is capable of processing text may process it and attempt
to do something with the result. Here, we focus on the goal-detection agent,
which processes the text and, if it finds a research goal, attempts to express in
RDF what that goal is. If it is successful, the goal is added to the user model
(with provenance, so that it can be undone if later proven incorrect, and also so
that its e↵ect can be time-appropriate). The goal is also broadcast, identified as
such in RDF, so that agents with expertise on goals may operate on it. Here we
focus on a simple lookup agent, that receives the broadcast goal, recognises the
action in the goal (for example, “find out about”, or “look up”) as a research
goal, and looks up its object (the thing sought) on DBpedia. If it is successful,
then it reports the fact to the user model, which takes the resulting suggestion
and adds it to the notebook in the user model. As a result of doing this, a visual
representation of the suggestion appears in the notebook, associated with the
note that gave rise to it.
In more realistic situations than this simple demo, this kind of decoupled
interaction is advantageous for two reasons: first, SerenA must avoid the pa-
perclip e↵ect9; and, second, the reasoning required to suppress pointless or dull
information is often extensive, and cannot be performed on the fly, while the
user waits. The concomitant advantage of asynchrony is that network outages
do not degrade the experience: the user will come to expect SerenA suggestions
at some time after they make their notes, but not immediately.
5 SerenA intervening
The final part of our planned demo builds on the situation above, introducing
new users, who are co-located at a conference in Salamanca. As the first user
makes a note, and it content resonates around the agent community, as above,
the second users’ agents receive the broadcast, noting that that user has made
notes on a closely related topic. Both users are informed, via their notebooks,
that the other is present at the conference, and an appropriate web reference is
given, to enable them to look each other up.
9 The irritation produced when Microsoft’s Clippy character used to intrude unex-
pectedly, distracting the user from their task, with often incorrect information.
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